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A self-similar process Z(t) has stationary increments and is invariant in law under the 
transformation Z(i)-, cbMZ(ct), c 2 0, The choice : t’ H ( I ensures that the incrcmcnts of Z(t) 
exhibit a long range positive cc,:relation. 
Mandelbrot and Van Ness investigated the case where Z(t) is Gaussian and rcprcscntcd that 
Gaussian self-similar process as a fractional integral of Brownian motion. They called it fractional 
HroNnian m&on. This paper provides a time-indcxcd representation for a sccpcncc of self- 
similar processes &(t), m = 1, 2, . . . , whose finite-dimcnsiolaal moments have been spccificd in 
an earlier paper. i&(t) is the Gaussian fractional Brownian motion but the proccsscs i??,,,(t) itrc 
not Gaussian when m a 2. 
Self-similar processes are being studied in physics, in the cillttcxt of the rcnormaliz:iltion group 
theory for critical phenomena, and in hydrology whcrc they account for the so-call4 “Hurst 
etfect”. 
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1. Introduction 
Let f < H < 1. A process (Z(t), t 2 0) is self-similar with parameter H if it has 
stationary increments, satisfies Z(O) = 0, and is invariant (in law) under the trans- 
formation (self-similarity) 
Z(t)+ c-tz(ct), c 2 0. (1.U 
We are interested here in self-similar processes that have finite variance (this 
restriction excludes the stable processes). pill finite variance self-similar processes, 
whether Gaussian or not, have a covariance 
E z(t,)Z(tz) = f{t:” + :f” - It, - t21'H}E Z*( 1). (1.2) 
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Mandelbrot and Van Ness [S] investigated the case where the self-similar process 
Z(t) is Gaussian and represented that process as a fractional integral of Brownian 
motion. They called it fractional Brownian motion. Fractional Brownian motion 
plays an important role in hydrology, where it accounts for the so-called “HIurst 
effect”. There is a need, however, for non-Gaussian self-similar processes (see 
Lawrance and Kottegoda ES]). 
The purpose of this paper is to establish a time-indexed representation for a 
sequence of self-similar processes z,&), m = 1,2, . . . , whose finite-dimensional 
momen% have been specified in Taqqu [13]. zl(t) is the Gaussian fractional 
Brownian motion but the processes z,,&) are not Gaussian when m 22. We show 
here that each Z,(t), m s= 1,2, . . . , admits the following representation: 
dd3(&) I” dB(&) l * l I”-’ cm(5;,) I’ 5 (s _SJD’*+* ds 
--a3 -Cl0 0 i=l 
. 
J 
fi (,i _&)--l/:! ds 
Q, i=l 
(13 
where Od D < l/m, B(t) is standard Brownian motion and C(m, D) is a normal- 
ization constant. The self-similarity parameter is H = 1 -$mD. The multiple sto- 
chastic integrals are defined as in It8 [3]. The &(t)‘s belong to L*(W), the space of 
square integrable functionals with respect o Wiener measure. A representation of 
these processes in the spectral domain was recently obtained by Dobrushin [2] 
using Q_ d r,n om generalized ,lields. When m = 1, the time-indexed representation 
obtained here is equivalent o that used by Mandelbrot and Van Ness [8] to define 
the Gaussian fractional Brownian motion. 
Rosenblatt [I 1] first hinted at the possible existence of a non-Gaussian self- 
similar process by constructing an example af a stationary sequence of random 
variables that is not strongly mixing and whose normalized sum does not obey the 
usual central limit theorem. The weak limit of that sum turns out to have the 
marginal distribution of the “Rosenblatt process”, a non- Gaussian self-similar 
process whose existence was established by Taqqu ‘;12]. &(t) is the Rosenblatt 
process 
Self-similar processes are of interest in physics, in the context of the renor- 
malization group theory, and in hydrology, where they account for the so-called 
“I-Iurst effed”. See Jona-Lasinio [4] for a review of the physics literature and 
Lawrence and Kottegoda [S] for a review of the literature in hydrology. 
In hydrology, an adequate stochastic model should provide means of data 
eneration. Such simulated data is used to study the responses of wailer resources 
systems and to analyze the Bractical efficiency of statistical estimation procedures. 
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The time-indexed representation of the Gaussian self-similar process introduced by 
Mandelbrot and Van Ness [8] has served such a purpose (see Mandelbrot and 
Wallis [9, 101 Mandelbrot [6] and Chi et al. [ 11). The time indexed representation 
of the non-Gaussian self-similar processes obtained here can lead to data genera- 
tion of finite variance, non-Gaussian time series that exhibit the Hurst effect. This 
may be achieved efficiently by using the results of this paper in conjunctiou with 
those of Taqqu [12,13]. 
2j The Hermite moment condition 
! Introduce the Hermite polynomials 
d” 
&(x) = (-1)” ex2’* dx” e-x2’2, m = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
‘Thus H&)=x, H2(x)=.x2- 1. 
Fix m > 1. The process {Z,,,(t), t 2 0) is said to satisfy a Hermite moment condition 
!‘f the following holds for all p 2 1 and 0 G tl, t2, . t <co: 0.9 p 
(4 E Z&j l m l Z’,,& j = 0 whenever p = 1 or mp is odd; 
(b) when p 32 and mj’;~ is even, there exists a constant K 7 0 and a function 
r(sl, s2), 0 s sl, s2 < OQ, such that 
(2.1) 
where 4 = $np and Z: is a sum over all indices il, j,, . . . , iq, jq satisfying 
(i) il, jl, . ..,iq,jq4LL.,pl 
(ii) il f jl, . . . ) icr #h 
(iii) each number 1,2, . . . , p appears exactly m times in (il, jl, . . . , i,, jq). 
Remark 2.1. Taqqu [13, Theorem 31 specifies a sequence of finite-dimezpsional 
moments parameterized by m = 1,2, . . . . These are the moments of processes 
Z,(t), m = 1,2,. . . that satisfy the Hermite moment condition with 
Our goal is to obtain a representation of z,,,(t), m = 1,2, . . . . As a first step we 
obtain a representation of processes Z,,&) that satisfy a Hermite moment condition 
with an r(s1,s2)<a3 for all OSssl, s:!<oO. 
Let B(t) denote standard Brownian motion. A functional F belongs to t’(W) if 
E{F(R( - ,)}* c 00. 
Cl 
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ii.amms 2.2. L,et m 2 I and let e (s, 611, 0 G s c oc,, --90 <& fm, be a function that 
satisfies 
r+= 
1 e’(s, k) df < 00 (2.2) -00 
for all 0 G s <I 00. l%en the process (Z,,,(t), t 3 0) given by 
is well-defined in t’(W) and satisfies the Hermite mome,lt condition with K = 1 /m ! 
and with 
+00 
r(s1, $2) = 
I e(sl, t)eh t)dS<a. --a3 
Pm& r(sln sz)< a~ by (2.2). (2.2) also ensures that Z,,,(t) is well-defined in L2( W) 
and that it can be expressed as 
Zm\O= ds;;;; 
I 
t 1 
m s))m’2H,w(sN 
0 l 
where 
(see for example, McKean [6]). Thus. 
EZm(rl)’ l * &(tp)= [’ dsl l l l cds, (r(~~~~~‘2E Hm(X(sl))* l l Hm(X(sp)). 
By [13, Proposition 3.11, X(S) satisfies a Hermite moment condition. In f’act, for 
p 2 2 and m,E, even, its moments are 
E Illm(X(s )) l l l Hm(X(sp)) == 2~$~p!)I R(si~* $1) l ’ l R&v S&It 
with R(si, Si) = r(si, s,)/(r(si, si))“*(r(s, si))1’2, q = imp and C definled as in (2.1). But 
each number 1,2 , . . , , p appears exactly m times in (it, jj , . . . , i4, j,). Therefore 
E Zmjtt) ’ * l 
1 
Z,(J,)=~~mbp!) dgl l ’ l diSp d&l, Sil) l * ’ r(Siq9 Sjq)* 
This concludes the proof. 
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The next lemma involves a weakened version of condition (2.2). 
Lem~na2.3.Fixm~1~,~~Oandlete(s,~,~),O~s~~,-~<~<+oo,Oce~~, 
be non-negative functiajns satisfying 
J 
4-m 
e2(s, 8, e)de<m 
-00 
(2.4) 
for each s and E, Suppose that e(s, 6, E ) increases monotonically to e(s, 6) as & -) 0 for 
all O~sC~ and --oc,<~<+oo, and thatforall t>O 
[‘dsl Jc ds2 ( JCm e(sl, t)e(sz, 6) dt}m < 00. 
0 0 
(23 
--oo 
Then the process (2, (t ), t 2 0) given by 
is we&defined in L”(W) and satisfies the Hermite moment condition with K = I /m ! 
and with 
Proof. Zm(t) is well-defined in L2( W) because 
6 Jcdsl J'ds2 { lirn e(sl, t)e(sz, t)dt]“’ 
0 0 -CO 
which is finite by (2.5). 
Now let Zm(t, E) be the Zm(t) of (2.3) with e(s, 6) replaced by e(s, & E). (2.3) 
ensures that Zm(t, E) is well defined in L*(W). Also, 
where l? is a sum of products of delta functions involving the 6: but not involving E. 
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The integrand of the multiple integral is non-negative and e(s, 6, e) increases 
monoltoslically to z(s, 6) as E 4’0. By the monotone convergence theorem 
*I&i=1 ,..., m;j-l,..., p) 
We now evaluate lim,,o E Zm(tl, E)I l l l Z,&,, E). 
L.emma 2,2 ap@ies to ir,(c, E) because of condition (2.4). &(t, E) satisfies therl 
the Hermite moment condition with K = l/m! and 
whenever p = 1 or mp is odd. Suppose now p 2 2 and rnp even. Using the notation 
introduced in (2.1) we get 
1 
= 2”“/2($mp!) 
r(Si, Sj) = !i,mo I&, Sj, 4: ) 
mrpnotonc onvergence theorem justifies taking the limit under the integration 
*~i;~ns. This compktes the proof of the lemma. 
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3. Self-shdlar processes 
Theorem 3.1. Let m 3 1, 0~ D < l/m and 
C(m,D)= o. 
1 
(1 - mD)(2 - mD) 
~(1 ( 
o u+u')-W2-'/2 du 
1 
m 
Then the process (Z,(t), t 3 0) given by 
I 
l/2 
. 
Z,(t)= C(m, D){ Jo --a0 cusg1) J” dB(c2) l l l J”-’ dB(&,) I’ fi (s -&)-D’2-1’2 ds --a2 -CO 0 i-l 
l 
J 
’ fi (s -&)-D/2-1/2 &) 
(3.1) 
&l i= 1 
is well-defined in L2( W), is normalized (E z'f, (1) = 1) and satisfies the Hermite 
moment condition with 
K= 
(1 -mD)(2-mD) 
2(m!) * 
r(s*, s2) = ISI - SJD. 
The process is self-similar with parameter H = I- mD/2. 
Proof. Let 
qs-_Z+E)-D’2-1’2 if t<s, 
e(S,5,&)={o 
otherwise, 
be defined for -OO<&OO, OSSCW, EBO. e(s, ,, F E) satisfies condition (2.4) of 
Lemma 2.3 because 
J 
+oO 
J 
s .-D 
s2(s, 6, e) de = 
-_a0 --43 
(s--@E)-~-’ d[-:+oo. 
Now, as E + 0, e(s, 6, E) increases monotonically to 
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and e(s, 6) satisfies condition (2.5) of Lemma 2.3. Indeed, for sl# s2, 
5) -D/2-1/2(s2_-)-D/2-1/2 de 
J 
Q> 
= +!4 
-D/2-1/2 (lsl .- s21 + U)-D/2-1’2 du 
0 
= als, - s21-D 
-ilrrhere 
a Q m(U+U2)-D~2-‘/ZdU.:00. 
J 0 
Mence 
[dsl Jcds2 ( J+a’4s1,~lets2,5)d4m =Q~J~ J'1srs21-mD ~1si dsz 
0 -0G 0 0 
Lemma 2.3 ensures that 
= C(m, D) 1 J’ dB(e1) 1” dB(t2) l l l JL,., dB(5,) J’ fi (s -&i)-D’2-“2 ds 
--oG 4-W -0C 0 i=l 
is we&defined in 
# = C(m, D)lm ! 
J ’ ; (s - &)-i’j2-1j2 &} 61 1 i = 
L2(W) and tha: it satisfies a Hermite moment condition with 
and t(S1, .f2) = a Is1 - s21DD, or equivar.ently, with K = 
C[m, D)a”” /m ! and r(s1, ~2) =: IsI - ~21~~. 
That Z&t) is self-similar with parameter H = 1 -$mD is readily verified. 
Indeed, choose a z 0 and definle Zm(at) through (3.1). A change of variable yields 
l { f0 dB(akl) If’ dB(a&) l l l jtmw’ dB(aEm) [ ,I’i, (S -[i)-D’2Y1’2 ds 
--oo --aTe -00 ‘f 
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The multiple integral can be obtained as an Z.2( W) limit of integrals that have 
simple functions as integrands (‘{to [3]). Once evaluate:d, these integrals involve 
terms of the type B(Ir)B(12) l l * I?(&,,) where II,&, . . . ,, I,,, are measurable sets in 
R1 with finite Lebesgue measure A, and where (&:(I& I?&), , . . , B(I,)) is multi- 
variate normal with E B(&) = 0 and E B(Ii)B(Ij) = A (Ii n Ii). Let al be the set I 
resealed by a. Obviously, 
E B(aIi)B(ab)= ah (Ii I? Ii). 
(B(ah), B(alz), . . . 9 B(al,)) has then the same distribution as (a”‘B(&), 
a”‘B(I& . . . , a”2B(I,,,)), Therefore 
iTm( a m(-D/2-1/2)+1+m/2Z,(t) 
=a l -mo’2zm(f) 
where A indicates equality of the finite dimensionaI distributions. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 3.2. The parameters m, H and D are related through H = I - :mD. Thus 
0 CD < l/m is equivalent to f< H < 1, and the exponents --$0 - 3 that appear in 
(3. I) may be expressed as H/m - 1 /m - i. 
The moments of &(t) are given by (2.1) with K and r(sI. ~2) defined as in 
Theorem 3.1. For a more specific evaluation of some of the moments, see Taqqu 
[13, p. 2281. Note that 
E i?,Jrl)Z,(t2) = ${t:” + tiH -- ItI - t2i2H) (3.2) 
for all m 3 1. In fact, the right hand side of (3.2) represents the covariance of any 
mean 0, finite variance, normalized process Z(f) which is self-similar with 
parameter H. For such a process 
E z’(t) = t2*E Z2(l) = t2N 
and, because of the stationarity of the increments and Z(0) = 0, 
E Z(t,)Z(t,) = +{E Z2(t+E Z*(t,)-E (Z(t+Z(t,))‘} 
- ${f:” + tZH - If] - f212H}. - 
The process {Z,(t), t 20) defined in Theorem 3.1 represents (up to a multi- 
plicative constant) the Gaussian fractional Brownian motion in the case m = 1 and 
the Rosenblatt process in the case m = 2 (Taqqu 112, 131). 
Whlen m = 1, the expression (3.1) becomes 
t = dB(~)((t_5)-D/"'l'_(_S)-D"+'/;! + dB(~)(p,_~) n/r+'/-, ) J 0 
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with - &l’J -t 4 = H -$. This last expression is the one used by Mandelbrot and Van 
Ness [S] to define fractional Brownian motion. 
A judicious modification of the integrands in (3.1) can provide other self -similar 
,~rooecJses. For example, one may replace the m exponents -4.V -$ by -$V1 - $, 
-$V& , . , . , ;V, - 4 respectively where V 1, V,, . c . ,O, > 0 and XE= 1.!Z?i < I .b’he 
resulting process is still defned in L2( W) and is self-similar with parameter M = 
r 1 --$2:: l Vi. The characterization of all self-similar processes is still an open 
problem. 
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